Blue Ridge Agility Club, Dec 11-13, 2020
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**FRIDAY**

- Ring 1: Master/Exc FAST
- Ring 2: Nov /Open FAST

**Michele**

- 8: Walk-Walk-Run
- 9: Walk-Walk-Run
- 10: Walk-Walk-Run
- 11: Walk-Walk-Run
- 12: Walk-Walk-Run
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**SATURDAY**

- Ring 1: Premier Standard
- Ring 2: T 2 B

**Rings 1 & 2**

- 8: Walk-Walk-Run
- 9: Walk-Walk-Run
- 10: Walk-Walk-Run
- 11: Walk-Walk-Run
- 12: Walk-Walk-Run
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**SUNDAY**

- Ring 1: Premier Standard
- Ring 2: T2B

**Rings 1 & 2**

- 8: Walk-Walk-Run
- 9: Walk-Walk-Run
- 10: Walk-Walk-Run
- 11: Walk-Walk-Run
- 12: Walk-Walk-Run

Please be aware the timeline is just an estimate. The classes can run MUCH faster than the estimate. Plan to arrive at least 90 minutes before your first scheduled walk-through.